Rackspace Elastic Engineering for AWS
for Rackspace Government Cloud,
delivered by Onica
On-demand, dedicated expertise to help you
innovate mission-critical solutions faster than
the do-it-yourself approach.

Rackspace Elastic Engineering for AWS for Rackspace Government Cloud, delivered by
Onica helps government agencies and cloud-based technology providers that sell to
the government accelerate innovation on the cloud, without sacrificing functionality or
innovation speed. An assigned team of cloud and security experts works with your team
to help you migrate and optimize your workloads, take advantage of AWS cloud native
capabilities and architect your zero trust security cloud environment.

About Rackspace Technology®

IT organizations are increasingly expected to deliver more, faster and at lower cost.
But a shortage of internal cloud expertise and complexity of security requirements are
common challenges. That’s where Rackspace Elastic Engineering, delivered by Onica
comes in to help, accelerating your cloud journey while working with your team at critical
stages — when you need expertise the most.

• Founder, alongside NASA, of OpenStack® and
operator of the largest OpenStack Cloud

• Use a flexible pool of expertise hours simultaneously across workloads.
• Streamline your cloud spend and achieve economies of scale.
• Access the same team of certified experts at each stage of your cloud journey.
• Migrate and optimize workloads faster one or many workloads at a time.

Multicloud Expertise, Automation, Compliance and Security-as-a-Service
Gain on-demand access to a team of certified AWS experts to help you navigate every
step of your government cloud journey. Onica by Rackspace Technology™ helps to ensure
that your cloud strategy supports the mission of government in a secure and authorized
environment while enabling you to deploy innovative mission-critical SaaS solutions
faster and at lower operational cost compared to the do-it-yourself approach. Onica®
meets you where you are on your cloud journey with industry-recognized AWS expertise
to plan, design, manage and optimize your AWS cloud infrastructure.

On-Demand Elastic Engineering to Fast Track Your Cloud Journey
With Rackspace Elastic Engineering, delivered by Onica, your IT Team will free up
resources to focus on your core mission and competencies.
• Lower costs: Use a flexible pool of hours for simultaneous use across one
or many workload migrations and scale tier pricing up or down as your
organization’s needs change.
• On-demand access to experts: Engage an on-demand team of AWS experts assigned
to work with your team at any point on your cloud journey.
• Diversified skill sets: Leverage the right skill sets for each stage on your cloud
journey. The AWS experts assigned to work with your team include architects,
engineers and technical account managers working together as one unit.
• Consistent team structure: The same team of cloud experts familiar with your goals
and mission typically works with your team for extended periods of time.
• Shared knowledge and resources: Onica creates and shares resources, platform
tools and frameworks across all AWS expert teams to deliver the best possible knowhow to customers.

Rackspace Technology is your trusted partner
across cloud, applications, security, data
and infrastructure.
• Leader in the 2020 Forrester Wave™ report
for managed multicloud services

• 2,500+ cloud engineers
• Servicing more than half of the U.S. Federal
Government agencies
• 20+ years of hosting experience

Security and Compliance
• JAB Authorized FedRAMP ATO
• FISMA authorized
• NIST 800-53
• NIST 800-171 DFARS ready
• CJIS, ITAR and FIPS 140 compliant
• 24x7x365 SOC, staffed by a U.S. team
• Always-available, secure business
continuity capabilities

About Onica by Rackspace Technology
• 2,500+ AWS accreditations
• 13 AWS Service Delivery Designations
• AWS 2021 Migration Partner of the Year
(U.S. and Canada)

Expertise Across 15 AWS Competencies
• Data & Analytics
• DevOps
• Education
• Financial Services
• Healthcare
• Industrial Software
• IoT
• Machine Learning
• Microsoft Workloads
• Migration
• Oracle
• Retail
• SaaS
• Storage
• Travel & Hospitality
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Cloud Migrations
Elevate your workloads
in the cloud

Infrastructure Build-Outs
Infrastructure as
code templates

DevOps and Automation
CI/CD pipelines and
automated deployments

Performance Management
Load testing and
optimization

Cloud Migrations
Elevate your workloads
in the cloud

Infrastructure Build-Outs
Infrastructure as
code templates

DevOps and Automation
CI/CD pipelines and
automated deployments

Performance Management
Load testing and
optimization

Application Operations
Build, release and golive support

Security Management
Maintain secure
environments and deploy
3rd party tools

Disaster Recovery Planning
Implementing and testing
DR environments

Cost Optimization
Tagging, Right-sizing and
remediation
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Let’s talk about how Rackspace Elastic Engineering for AWS for Rackspace Government Cloud
helps you achieve
yourEngineering
goals.
Rackspace
Elastic
Learn more: Elastic
www.rackspace.com/rackspace-government-cloud
Rackspace
Engineering, delivered by Onica
Call: 1-800-961-2888

Take the Next Step

Let’s talk about how Rackspace Elastic Engineering for AWS for Rackspace Government Cloud
helps you achieve your goals.

Take your next steps toward navigating your government cloud solutions

Learn more: www.rackspace.com/rackspace-government-cloud
Call:1-800-961-2888
1-800-961-2888
Call:

Email: onica@rackspace.com
Visit: www.rackspace.com/onica-by-rackspace-technology
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